
The average organisation wastes 
32 percent of their cloud spend, 
according to Flexera.

While the cloud provides a secure and e�icient location for your healthcare 
data, cloud services can come at a price. Organisations that do not continually 
monitor their cloud costs and take appropriate action can find themselves 
falling foul of unnecessary cloud platform costs.

Before you decide that your cloud platform is too expensive, look at these 
9-steps in AWS, as an example, you could take to optimise your cloud 
architecture/environment and ultimately reduce costs:

Cloud optimisation could free up much needed cash for the NHS, without 
compromising availability, performance or security.

At Mastek, we help NHS organisations manage their digital services and 
reduce their cloud bills. Our breadth of experience in the healthcare industry, 
along with our excellent customer rating, makes us the perfect cloud partner.

9 ways to optimise your 
NHS cloud costs

Cloud experts that understand healthcare

When data access patterns change, you can make automatic 
storage cost savings through S3 intelligent-tiering. All without 
impacting performance or operational overhead.

Intelligent Tiering 6

Most AWS services have a graded pricing model. But you can 
simplify and save with discounted costs and a single bill 
through AWS Organisations.

Consolidate and save with 
AWS Organisations9

Certain global regions have a free tier allowance for AWS 
services. If you fall within this limit consider taking advantage 
of this o�er.

Use AWS free tier8

If you’re not careful, your cloud configurations could 
inadvertently incur significant cost. That’s why we advise 
using AWS Budgets in your non-production environments. It 
lets you set custom budgets and notifies you when you 
exceed your configured thresholds. This helps you track usage 
and optimise costs.

Use AWS budgets7

Autoscaling doesn’t just mean scaling for better fault 
tolerance or availability. It also means reducing your resource 
to match utilisation when it drops. Done properly, and with 
careful consideration, this can lead to significant cost savings.

Configure auto scaling 5

Right-size resources 
One of the biggest benefits of cloud is its elasticity. If you 
monitor your resources, you can ensure they’re highly 
utilised. This right sizing ensures you have enough without 
using too much, saving on cost without compromising 
performance.
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Shut down unused resources

Consider stopping your instances at specific schedules where 
feasible and where instances are no longer required, 
terminate them.  Appropriate monitoring can help you spot 
such resources.  
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Leverage serverless functions

If your service utilisation is low, AWS serverless functions 
(AWS Lambda) can be significantly cheaper than AWS EC2. 
What’s more, you will also benefit from inherent 
fault-tolerance, scalability and zero maintenance. 
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Reserved Instances

If you understand your utilisation and can predict your 
resource requirements, you may want to consider pre-paid 
reserved instances. Compared to on-demand instances you 
could save up to 72 percent for up to three years.
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https://resources.flexera.com/web/pdf/Flexera-State-of-the-Cloud-Report-2022.pdf?elqTrackId=f3bb660986704d2980404386aa003141&elqaid=6925&elqat=2

